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TER 1: GENERALS

istôrical Review of Installation

Work

e might expect to find in the early beginnings of any industry, the application, and the
of application, of electricity for lighting, heating, and motive power was primitive in
energy was slow to develop. The first wide
offices. By the 1870s, electric lighting had
with a definite practical future. Arc lamps were

electric lighting took on such a prominence
purpose. But it was not until cheap and
electric lighting found a place in every
of these early filament lamps, shop
Hja!,HU;;U vAU:;lUct.11

y

by arc lamps suspended from the

of buildings.

iron and steel industry, by 191 7,
were producing over 100,000 tons of ingot
in 1920; and the other ship building
punching, shearing, drilling machines

in the form of one motor-unit per line of
continued to run throughout the whole
the various machines driven from the
vııaıııa;vı.ı.

s.-The development of ıını:;gıaı.ı:;ıı:;"'uı"'
changes, led to the

in direction and speed by mechanical
with provisions for starting, stopping and
in small kilowatt ranges to drive an
pioneers in the use of motors was the firm

ruce Peebles, Edinburgh. The fi.mı supplied, in the 1890s, a number of weatherproof,
Ily enclosed motors for quarries in. Dumfries shire, believed to be among the first of their
in Britain. The fırst electric winder ever built in Britain was supplied in 1905 to a Lanark
concern. Railway electrification started as long ago as 1883, but it was not until long after
7

this century that any major development took place.
fin.gs for the insulation of wires in the early days included textiles and gutta-percha.
in insulation provisions for cables was made when vulcanized rubber was
ed, and it is still used today.
Brothers made the fırstapplicationof a lead sheath to rubber-insulated cables. The
in which we name cables was also a product of Siemens, whose early system was to
resistance of 0.1 ohm. Thus a No.90 cable in
yards had a resistance of 0.1 ohm. The Standard Wire

95 per cent of all installations. They were
wııuu.1L.

Wood casing was a very early invention. It was

µaıauvıı

being considered a necessary safeguard
Choosing a cable at the tum of the century
choose from fifty-eight sizes of wire,
insulation. The grades were described by

ornnesımsuıatıon. Nowadays there are two grades of
sizes of cables have been reduced to a

appeared in the late 1930s. This
.uuıı;:;uv ı naıca ıeıı

vauıv.:ı,

that came from Germany. The

it was made the basis of modified wiring
system introduced in 1937. This was

ı:;ı;:;mı .. c;ıııuı;:;uuı;:;u

.:pound. This system vvıııuuıı;:;u

braiding treated with a green-colored
ordinary TRS and HSOS (house-service

head system) cables.
côticertıed. cooper was the most widely used. But aluminum
has excellent electrical properties,
been produced on a large con:Hı:iercial scale since about 1890. Overhead lines of aluminum
first installed in 1898. Rnbbet-insulated aluminum cables of 3/0.036 inch and 3/0.045
:h were madeto the order of the British Aluminum Company and used in the early years of
s .century for the wiring of the staff quarters at Kinlochleven in Argyllshire. Despite the fact

8

and lead-alloy proved to be of great value in the sheathing of cables, aluminium was
to for a sheath of, in particular, light weight. Many experiments were carried out
,re a reliable system of aluminium-sheathed

cable could be put on the market.

aps one of the most interesting systems of wiring to come into existence was the MICS
ral-insulated copper-sheathed cable), which used compressed magnesium oxide as the
ation, and had a copper sheatharid copper conductors. The cable was first developed in
has been made in Britain since 1937, first by
u.muvu

has also been used with conductors

wiring scene. Heavy-gauge copper tubes were
Manchester in 1886. Aluminium conduit,
ı:ınnf>ı:ır

on the market until steel became a valuable

prn.,auvu.:, in installation work, and are still used
'Gilflex' system, for instance, makes use
with earlier material, which required the use

incandescent lamp, gave much
The term 'branch' meant a tee off
earliest switches were of the 'turn'
motion to make the circuit. The

ım,nıvıvm

contact to produce an arc to 'dim'
in conjunction with their wooden

ction, led to many

were brought forward for switch

ction such as slate,

porceıaın. Movements were also made more
'turn' switch eventually gave way to the
about 1890. Where the name 'tumbler'

switch in
is not clear; there are
of Tumbler

ırn,ıu.,uu5

the similarity of the switch action to

accessory names, which are household words to the

ians of today, appeared attheltıfüôfthe century: Verity's, McGeoch, Tucker, and
Further developments to producethe semi-recessed, the flush, the ac only, and the.
proceeded apace. The switches of today are indeed of long and worthy

9

one thing to produce a lamp operated from electricity. It was quite another thing to
ea way in which the lamp could be held securely while current was flowing in its
't. The first lamps were fitted with wire tails for joining to terminal screws. It was

Edison who introduced, in 1880,the screw cap, which still bears his name. It is said
.fthe idea from the stoppers fitted to kerosene cans of the time. Like many another really
idea, it superseded all its competitive lamp holders and its use extended through
it was not popular. The Edison & Swan Co. about
lamp-holder. The early type was soon improved to

some of the first types incorporated fuses. The
out in the early 1900s, introduced by Dorman

fuse incorporated in it was the plug
formed one of the pins, and could be
necessary. It is a rather long cry from those

because of its low melting point.
in buildings by means of bus bars
as far back as about 1880, particularly for
a bus bar trunking system designed

vuuvvu

the overhead distribution of electricity
tımnPrl

wherever required; this idea caught on
Marryat & Place, GEC, and Ottermill.
tells an important aspect in the

of social progress. The inventiveness of
ı.,uı~vıı,

Kelvin and many others, is well

the present-day electrical contracting
has evolved to become
ering. For those who

1rrınArt!'lnt

sections of activity in electrical

of the evolution and development of

ic wiring systems and accessôries,gôod reading can be found in the book by J.
by: The History of Electric Wiring (MacDonald, London).
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istorical Review of Wiring Installation
istory of the development of non-legal and statutory rules and regulations for the wiring
ildings is no less interesting than that of wiring systems and accessories. When electrical

y received a utilizationimpetusfrom the invention of the incandescent lamp, many set
Others were gas plumbers who indulged
course. This was all very well: the

uvumu

they did. It was not long before arc lamps,
conductors contributed to fires. It was the
<ULc;mıvıı to

the fire risk inherent in the electrical

vı..,~,-.•xg,~ ,::ıgıuııg uıc;::sc; was

the Phoenix Assurance Co., whose

situation and draw up a report on his

were produced just a few months after
are credited with the issue of the first

through many editions before
to a better standard of wiring,
wiring and equipment of buildings, was
incidence of electrical fires in the USA
origin in Britain.

of Electrical Engineers) issued the
"'-r"""entıon of Fire Risks arising from Electric
of eighteen men, which included some of
Siemens, and Crompton. The Rules, however,
re subjected to some criticism. Compared with the Phoenix Rules they left much to be
ired. But the Society was working;on the basis of laying down a set of principles rather
-:

n, as Heaphy did, drawing up a guide or 'Code of Practice'. A second edition of the
ciety's Rules was issued in 1888. The third edition was issued in 1897 and entitled General
11

commended for Wiring for the Supply of Electrical Energy.
~shave since been revised at fairly regular intervals as new developments and the

f experience can be written in for the considered attention of all those concerned with
trical equipment of buildings. Basically the regulations were intended to act as a guide
tricians and others to provide a degree of safety in the use of electricity by
etıCedpersons such as lıoüseh.ôlclers.The regulations were, and still are, not legal; that
law of the land carıııofenfôrdftherrı. Despite this apparent loophole, the regulations are
ed as a guide
üın standard of
ce Of good "u.uıuc.uu"
' through the

work, which will ensure, at the very least, a

ıııomııu.uvıı

ı...,vıı-..vıı

.ı..:,,,.,,.,.u,.,cu

Engineers (IEE) was not alone in the

work. In 1905, the Electrical Trades

ıu"•aııauvıı

<Sö:rrtrtııttee, in a letter to the Phoenix Assurance Co., said
bad work is now being carried out by
of bad work is attended by fires and other
ask you to.. Uphold a higher standard of

vı.Mııvy

Acts of 1901 and 1907 had a
it was recognized for the first time
in industrial premises could be
premises a draft set of Regulations was

ıuu..-.ıu5

ı.:..:.uuıı:,,

their positions stronger, the British

Codes of Practice to provide what are
Statutory Regulations in this country

pıementary requirements. However, it is
with the IEE Wiring Regulations,
hit generally fulfils the
la. supply authority can

IEE Regulations, but

Electricity Supply Regulations. This means
,.,,,.,,.,.11,.,aı

work to be carried out to the standard of
which is in excess of the IEE

12

2:

sulator is defined as a

an extremely high resistance to the passage
property of some materials we would not be able to
today. Some materials are better insulators than
decreases with an increase in temperature.
is imposed in the applications of insulating
down to cause a short circuit or leakage
ı.uauvıı purposes in electrical work are extremely
,ıu,•u.ı.~./.tlecause no single insulating material can be used

ively, different

give the required properties of mechanical

ITHıtP1'1

h, adaptability, and

H.,HU.VJ..LJ.LJ

and gases are to be found used as

.::ıgg.ı,1.q1:cQfğı:µ:µ.cfilaterials; impregnated or immersed in oil.
generally found in a built-up form
ıvPdP-r

enamel covering and glass-cloth and

insulating materials more commonly
electrical work.

mainly for cable .insulation: Çatnıôfbe used for high temperatures as it hardens.
used with sulphur (vulca.ni:.?:yqrubber) and china clay. Has high insulation-

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
a plastics material, which will tend to flow when used in high temperatures. Has a

13

insulation-resistance

value than rubber. Used for cable insulation and sheathing against

be used in an impregnatedform(resin

or oil). Used for cable insulation. Impregnated

paraffin wax, paper is usedfofıtı.aking

capacitors. Different types are available: Kraft,

rı, tissue, and pressboard.

form it is used for cable insulation where
are designated 'hazardous'. Requires a suitable
spaces between the glass fibers.

of de machines, and under slip
are involved such as the heating elements

given to the large sheets built up from
cotton fabric, silk or glass-cloth or

transformer bushings as lead-ins for
and insulating beads for high-temperature
ation applications.

ry common synthetic material found in many aspects of electrical work (e.g. lamp
ters, junction boxes), and used as a construction material for enclosing switches to be used
insulated wiring systems.

Insulating oil
is a mineral oil used in transformers, and in oil-filled circuit breakers where the arc

14

out when the contacts separate, is quenched by the oil. It is used to impregnate wood,
pressboard. This oil breaks down when moisture is present.

1.ııau~.uaı

is used extensively for 'potting' or encapsulating electronic items. In larger

gs it is found as insulating bushings for switchgear and transformers.

natural (silk, cotton, and jute) and synthetic
form, for winding-wire coil insulation.

• Gases
111;:,uıauııg purposes.

Under certain conditions (humidity

hydrogen are used in electrical transformers

Others include carbon tetrachloride,
include waxes, bitumens and some
as an arc-quencher in high-voltage cartridge
used in transformers and as dashpot damping
for winding wires in electromagnets.
capacitors and fibres where the operating
filling cable-boxes; some are used in a paint
basis of the materials known as 'plastics'
vmvrn

as bonding media

.•...,, ırn,ıaıııırn,

and polystyrene). Natural resins are used in
paper sheets hot-pressed to make boards.
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NERATION AND TRANSMISSION

generation of electric is to convert the mechanical energy into the electrical
. Mechanical energy means-that ·. motors which makes the turbine turn.
ical energy must be at d¢:füıiteiyalue. And also frequency must be 50Hz or at other
ies 60Hz. The voltage whichjs g~ııerated (the output of the generator) is 1 lKV. After
ion the lines which transfefthe generated voltage to the costumers at expected value.
be done in some ruleS. Tfthe voltage transfers as it is generated up to costumers.
be·voltage drop and lôose5.S0.voltage is stepped up. When the voltage is stepped
increased. This is done as it is depending
Used cables will become thin. This will be
it will be easy
cable.

will be done. Generated voltage (1 lKV) is
voltage is carried up to a sub-station. In
again to llKV. At the end the voltage
a result the value of the voltage has to be

-240V

-OV
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meaning of the word protection, as used in electrical industry, is not different to that in
day used. People protect them selves against personal or financial loss by means of
ance and from injury or discomfort by the use of the correct protective clothing the

of security measure such as locks and for

u.uıuuvu

systems.
e same way

to be protected against mechanical damage the effect
current to be installed in such a fashion that's person
that such an electrical installation may

FOR

Mechanical Damage
physical harın sustains by various parts of
whit a hammer by obrasing. Cables sheath
..,...,ııı.:,ıvıı

(

u~»u.uıı:,

e.g. sharp object falling to cut a cable
and casing)

(e.g. overloading)

wer metal is used there
two necessary corrosion
prevention of contact between two dissimilar metals ex copper & aluminium.
hibition of soldering fluxes which remains acidic or corrosive at the compilation of a
g operation ex cable joint together.
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e protection metal sheaths of cables and metal conductions fittings where they come into
ct with lime, cement or plaster and certain hard woods ex: corrosion of the metal boxes.
otection of cables wiring systems and equipment's against the corrosive action of water,
dumbness if not they are suitable designed to with these conditions.

current, excess current the • result of either and overload or a short circuit. The
oading occurs when an extra.load is taken from the supply. This load being connected in
el with the existing load in.a.circuit decreases. The overload resistance of the circuit and
t

increases which causeslıı;:ati11gthecables and deteriorate the cable insulation. And the
live conductors

designed to melt when an excesive

.ble fuse consists of a fuSe/holder, a fuse element and a fuse carrier. The holder and
being made porselain öribakelite. These fuses have designed with color codes,
/

ııı,:u.l\..ı.;u

on the fuse'holder-as-follows;

18

Table.I Fuse current rating and color codes

Current Rating

Color Codes

5A

White

1

Blue
Yellow
Red
Green
Purple

this type of fuse has

wrong fuse element can be damaged and

metal and caps to which the element is
c:uuagc;

ever the rewirable fuse of not

and of not arcing when interrupting

and is normally found protecting. motor
filled with silica with a silver element and
C'Mlminat<>

between a starting surge and an

which can be opened automatically by
this
a switch is capable of making arı.d:breakinga current not greatly in excess of its rated
al current, the circuit-breaker caııınake and break a circuit, particularly in abnormal
itions such as the occasion of a short-circuit in an installation. It thus disconnects
rnatically a faulty circuit.
19

is selected for a particular duty, taking into consideration the following. (a)
rınal current it will have to carry and (b) the amount of current which the supply will
into the circuit fault, which current the circuit-breaker will have to interrupt without
ge to itself.
circuit breaker generally has a mechanism which, when in the closed position, holds the
cts together. The contacts are separated when the release mechanism of the circuit
er is operated by hand of automatically by magnetic means. The circuit breaker with
etic 'tripping' (the terı11usedf()indicate
an air-cooled coiLirrtliehôllôW

the opening of the device) employs a solenoid,

ofthe coil is located an iron cylinder attached to a

echanism consisting ofaseriesôfpivoted

links. When the circuit breaker is closed, the

current passes throughtliesôl~11.ôid.\Vhen

the circuit rises above a certain value (due to

erload or a fault), the cyliı:ıder/1116ves within the solenoid to cause the attached linkage to
and, in turn, separatetheicirçııit--bfeaker

contacts.

·t breakers are used in marıyii11.şfallatiônsin place of fuses because of a number of
ite advantages. First, in the~~~~~~~~~~verload

or fault all poles of the circuit are

vely disconnected. The <:leyicyşaretalsocapable of remote control by push buttons, by
-voltage release coils, orbym~1~#1~f~ğetrip

coils. The over-current setting of the

itbreakers can be adjustedtquşui{.{l:ıy;loadconditions of the circuit to be controlled.
-lag devices can also be intrô<lııç~<lFsŞxtlıat the time taken for tripping can be delayed
se, in some instances, a fatfffcanclearitself,

and so avoid the need for a circuit breaker

isconnect not only the faulty>circiı.iit~.bııfalsôother healthy circuits, which may be
iated with it. The time-lagila~ilit/s;/also/useful
to stay closed while themqtqrta:Res.thehigh

in motor circuits, to allow the circuitinitial starting current during the run-up

in its normal speed. Aftertli¢y}hayeYtfipped, circuit breakers can be closed immediately
ut loss of time. Circuit-breakef çôtıtacts separate either in air or in insulating oil.
:rtain circumstances, circuitfüeakers}rrı.ristbe used with 'back-up' protection, which
es the provision of HBC (liiğlibreaking capacity) fuses in the main circuit-breaker
it. In this instance, an extrenıelylieavYover

current, such as is caused by a short circuit,

dled by the fuses, to leave the circuit breaker to deal with the over currents caused by

reasing use for modern electrical installations is the miniature circuit-breaker (MCB). It
ed as an alternative to the fuse, and has certain advantages: it can be reset or reclosed
it gives a close degree of small over current protection (the tripping factor is 1.1 ); it
on a small sustained over current, but not on a harmless transient over current such as

20

ntvıııııı:,

t

surge. For all applications the MCB tends to give much better overall protection

both fire and shock risks than can be obtained with the use of normal HBC or

able fuses. Miniature circuit breakers are available in distribution-board units for final

main disadvantage of the MCRis the initial cost, although it has the long-term
tage. There is also tendencyforthetripping mechanism to stick or become sluggish in
is recommended that the MCB be tripped at
that it performs its prescribed duty with

Breaker, does this type of protection.

rrent Operated .a.:,.a..,.._,....,.
through the neutral conductor and there

ent flowing through the

the trip coils does not operate If a live
•.••.••..•.• ıu-•vF'"'H..,

the incoming and returning current will not be
ring to operate the trip coil. This type of

ators is used in today.
following are some
exible cables not secure

se of unearthed metalwork.
Circuits over-fused.
Poor or broken earth connections, and especially sign of corrosion.
Unguarded elements of the radiant fires.
Unauthorized additions to final circuits resulting in overloaded circuit cables.
21

nprotected or unearthed socket-outlets.
ppliances with earthing requirements being supplied from two-pin BC adaptors.
Bell-wire used to carry mains voltages.
Use of portable heating appliances in bathrooms.
Broken connectors, such as plugs.
igns of heating at socket-outlet contacts.

electrical safety:
ou.uı,,,ıvm

in csa for the design load current of circuits.
must be appropriate to the working

ate¢ôfü:lectedtogether by means of CPCs.
by means of main bonding conductors
the installation main earth terminal.
are installed in the phase conductor.
control and isolation.
m~ı.,uaıuı.,a.ııy

secure and electrically continuous and be

made unless the existing conductors are

additions to existing

with adequate protection against physical
vııvun

voltage at which they are to operate.
not sufficient to operate an over current

equipotent zone must be fed from

detailed inspection and testing
and at regular

22

cient earthing arrangement is an essential part of every electrical installation and
guard against the effects of leakage currents, short-circuits, static charges and
·ng discharges. The basic reason for earthing is to prevent or minimize the risk of shock
an beings and livestock, and to reduce the risk of fire hazard. The earthing arrangement
es a low-resistance

for currents, which would otherwise prove injurious

uı.:,\.,ııaı0ı;;

1 to any person

associated with the faulty circuit. The
m,n,.uıu.uvıı»

U\.,uı.au.r

is a matter, which has been given close
since the rapid increase in the use of electricity

ARTHING

ection to the general

Earth Electrode:
in to the ground and used for earthing

Earthing Lead:

vvurn.,.,«uF,

to the earth or each other those part of an
The ECC may be in whole or part the metal

or the metal sheath of cables or the special continuity conductor of a cable or flexible
incorporating such a conductor.

23

Systems:
electricity system, which is same to UK electricity, is an earthed system, which means
star or neutral point of the secondary side of distribution transformer is connected to the

is way, the star pointistııaintained at or about. OV. Unfortunately, this also means that
or livestock in côntactvvitha live part and earth is at risk of electric shock.

•.,rnvu,.u..,

of heat and release considerable mechanical
recommendations for the protection of
of Practice 6651 (Protection of
a protective system is to lead away the very
earth where they are safely dissipated.
solid and permanent. Two main factors
be given protection against lightning

by virtue of its use, contents,
monument, railway station, spire, radio

'zone of protection' of a single vertical
cone with an apex at the highest point of
.,..,ı5m. This means that a conductor 30 meters

comes within a cone extending to 60 meters
"'""'for"' necessary in ensuring that the whole of a

prôtectıve zone; if it does not, two down conductors must
to provide two protectivezôrieswithinwhich the whole structure is contained. All
lie objects and projections, suchasıuetallicvent pipes and guttering, should be bonded
part of the air-termination network.Af! down conductors should be cross-bonded.
use of multiple electrodes is common. Ru]e 5 of the Phoenix Fire Office Rules states:

24

connectıons and number. The earth connection should be made either by means of a
r plate buried in damp earth, or by means of the tubular earth system, or by connection
water mains (not nowadays recommended). The number of connections should be in
rtion to the ground area of the building, and there are few structures where less than two
cessary ... Church spires, high towers, factory chimneys having two down conductors
d have two earths which may be interconnected.
e component parts of a lightning-protective

system should be either castings of leaded

etal, copper, naval brass or wrought phosphor bronze, or sheet copper or phosphor
e. Steel, suitably protected from corrosion, may be used in special cases where tensile or
ressive strength is needed.
rminations constitute that part of dice system, which distributes discharges into, or
cts discharges from, the at:ı;nosphere. Roof conductors are generally of soft annealed
r strip and interconnect the various air terminations. Down conductors, between earth
the air terminations, are also of soft-annealed copper strip. Test points are joints in down
uctors, bonds, earth leads, which allow resistance tests to be made. The earth
· ations are those parts of the system designed to collect discharges from, or distribute
into, the general mass of earth. Down conductors are secured to the face of the
·e by 'holdfasts' made from gunmetal The 'building-in' type is used for new structures;
ing type is used for existing structures.
a lightning protection system, the resistance to earth need not be less than 1 O ohms. But
case of important buildings, seven ohms is the maximum resistance. Because the
tiveness of a lightning conductor is dependent on its connection with moist earth, a poor
connection may render the whole system useless The 'Hedges' patent tubular earth
ides a permanent and efficient earth connection, which is inexpensive, simple in
ction and easy to install. These earths, when driven firmly into the soil, do not lose
efficiency by changes in the soil due to drainage; they have a constant resistance by
of their being kept in contact with moist soil by watering arrangements provided at
d level. In addition, tubular or rod earths are easier to install than plate earths, because
require excavation.
ing conductors should have as few joints as possible. If these are necessary, other than
testing-clamp or the earth-electrode clamping points, flat tape should be tinned,
and riveted; rod should be screw-jointed.

u6,ıuuu5

protective systems should he examined and tested by a competent engineer after

25

vıvuvu,

alteration, and extension. A routine inspection and test should be made once a

any defects remedied. In the case of a structure containing explosives or other
able materials, the inspection and test should be made every six months. The tests
dinclude the resistance to earth and earth continuity. The methods of testing are similar
se described in the IEE Regulations, though tests for earth-resistance of earth electrodes
definite distances to be observed.

İ"'Static earthing
which is a

has been the subject of
increasing use of highly insulating

electrode, of some recognized type,
devices for protection against
If direct earthing protects non-current
difference will exist between the
the earth electrode is connected. This
nrrı+Pr-tüieirlP.t11f"P

comes into operation. The value of this
substation or supply transformer earth

v,:ıı.:,u:ıııuı;;;,and

finally, the earth resistance at the

electrodes in the soil at the consumer's
sn,,"tinHco®ection to earth is that which makes use of the
sheaths are more generally used to provide a
current to the neutral of the supply

connectıon with the general mass of earth is made,
as a single connection or as a network of
own advantages and disadvantages.

design of an earth electrode system takes into consideration its resistance to ensure that
is of such a value that sufficient current will pass to earth to operate the protective system.
st also be designed to accommodate thermally the maximum fault current during the
26

for the protective device to clear the fault. In designing for a specific ohmic
i)taııı.,ı;:;,

the resistivity of the soil is perhaps the most important factor, although it is a

urrent rating or fault-current capacity ofearth electrodes must be adequate for the 'fault
:nt/time-delay'characteristic of the system under the worst possible conditions. Undue
g of the electrode, which would dry out the adjacent soil and increase the earth
ce, must be avoided. Calculated short-time ratings for earth electrodes of various types
vailable from electrodemaııufacfurerssfhese ratings are based on the short-time current
of the associated protective devices and a maximum temperature, which will not cause
nrnPnt

with which they may be in contact.

ı.,vı.,.u.n.-ıı.,m

of resistance. Sustained current
and a consequent rise in the earth

the moisture in the soil is driven away
rapidly and will ultimately approach
in the region of 1 oo'c and results in

92 X 103

t = time in seconds (duration of the

short-circuit

over an ambient temperature of 25°C, and
ı.v.ı.un.uu

nılt conditions, the
ing it. This can be ı.,aıı.,u.ıu.ı.,u

does not allow for any dissipation of heat

to a potential with respect to the earth
prospective fault current and the earth

of the electrode. It

of voltages in soil around the electrode,

harm telephone

cores are substantially at earth potential)

voltage to which

cables are raised. The voltage gradient at

e of the ground may also constitute a danger to life, especially where cattle and
are concerned. In rural areas, for instance, it is not uncommon for the earth-path
to be such that faults are not cleared within a short period of time and animals
ôngregate near the areas in which current carrying electrodes are installed are liable to
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ive fatal shocks. The same trouble occurs on farms where earth electrodes are sometimes
for individual appliances. The maximum voltage gradient over a span of 2 meters to a 25
diameter pipe electrode is reduced from 85 per cent of the total electrode potential when
of the electrode is at ground level to

20 per cent and 5 per cent when the electrode is

d at 30 cm and 100 cm respectively. Thus, in areas where livestock are allowed to roam
ecommended that electrodes be buried with their tops well below the surface of the soil.
ion of electrodes due to oxidation and direct chemical attack is sometimes a problem to
msidered. Bare copper acquires a protective oxide film under normal atmospheric
ions which does not result in aııyp:r9gtessive wasting away of the metal. It does,
er, tend to increase the resistance qfj oints at contact surfaces. It is thus important to
that all contact surfacesiincopper~qrk,gµchas at test links, be carefully prepared so
od electrical connectionsil:ll"ÇtI11ııçl.ç.]estlirıks
should be bolted up tightly. Electrodes
not be installed in grouri~,t~ı~tis?ô11tafuinated by corrosive chemicals. If copper
tors must be run in anı:ı.t111(.)şpftç:r~cg:ııtııininghydrogen sulphide, or laid in ground
tô contamination by.cort6siy¢çlıep:ıjçııls/they should be protected by a covering of
esive tape or a wrappirı~ı~rs~~~r~thersuitable material, up to the point of
ion with the earth electrqçl.e;:131çctrolytic
corrosion will occur in addition to the other
attack if dissimilarınet~l,ş/~fe(i11.iç()nta.cfand
exposed to the action of moisture. Bolts
s used for making con.n¢çtiğijs/i11.cğppeı-fyork
should be of either brass or copper.
~çd copper should not be;rlll'l..iijdirc:ctcoritactwithferrous metals. Contact between
per and the leadsheath()i-{a,rfü.qtıriijğ()fcablesshould be avoided, especially
ound. If it is impossibletq<~y()j<:J.tlıe\connection
of dissimilar metals, these should be
by painting with a môisfµ.r@'--:r@'şistirıg.bituminouspaint or compound, or by
with PVC tape, to ex:¢ltıd@'i.~ll111ôisture.
·wingare the types ofeleetrqçl.çs\usedto make contact with the general mass of earth:
.These are generally mad¢tfromcopper, zinc, steel, or cast iron, and may be solid or
type. Because of their.111a.şs,Jlıeytendto be costly. With the steel or cast-iron types
he taken to ensure thatth.e t¢1'nlinationof the earthing lead to the plate is water
o.prevent cathodic actiontakingiplace at the joint, If this happens, the conductor will
become detached fromthe.platea.nd render the electrode practically useless. Plates
yinstalled on edge in a hole in the.ground about 2-3 meters deep, which is
Iy refilled with soil. Because one plate electrode is seldom sufficient to obtain a
ce earth connection, the cost of excavation associated with this type of electrode
In addition, due to the plates being installed relatively near the surface of
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the resistance value is liable to :fluctuate throughout the year due to the seasonal
anges in the water content of the soil. To increase the area of contact between the plate and
surrounding ground, a layer of charcoal can be interposed. Coke, which is sometimes used
alternative to charcoal, often has a high sulphur content, which can lead to serious
rrosion and even complete destruction of the copper. The use of hygroscopic salts such as
cium chloride to keep the soil in a moist condition around the electrode can also lead to

Rods. In general rod electrodeshıivemaıiy

advantages over other types of electrode in that

ey are less costly to install. Theydônôt>requite
cf create large voltage gradientsbetıiuse'the

much space, are convenient to test and do

earth-fault current is dissipated vertically.

eply installed electrodes areiiofstıbj~6t'tôisea.sôıial
of rod electrodes. The solidcôpperfôdigives

resistance changes. There are several

excellent conductivity and is highly

istant to corrosion. But ittefüıstôbeiexpensivecirıd,

being relatively soft, is not ideally

ted for driving deep into hea.vyisôils/15eca.üse it is likely to bend if it comes up against a
ge rock. Rods made from •gıilvanizetl?steeFareinexpensive
talled. However, the life ofg~~~~:izrffsteeVinacidic

and remain rigid when being

soils is short. Another disadvantage is

that the copper earthing lead connectionto the rod must be protected to prevent the ingress of
moisture. Because the conductivityôfsteefis•füüch

less than that of copper, difficulties may

arise, particularly under heavyfıil.ilt\currenfcônditiöns

when the temperature of the electrode

wilts rise and therefore its inhe:fenftesistarıce. This will tend to dry out the surrounding soil,
increasing its resistivity valuea:djf~~~l~~nğillageneral
electrode. In fact, in very severefmıltconditions,

increase in the earth resistance of the

the resistance of the rod may rise so rapidly

and to such an extent that protective equipment may fail to operate.
The bimetallic rod has a steel cofean.da copper exterior and offers the best alternative to
either the copper or steel rod. ThesteeFcoreğives

the necessary rigidity while the copper

exterior offers good conductivity and resistance to corrosion. In the extensible type of steel
cored rod, and rods made from bard . . dra.\vrı.côpper, steel driving caps are used to avoid
splaying the rod end as it is being driveriintöthe

soil. The first rod is also provided with a

pointed steel tip. The extensible rods are fitted with bronze screwed couplings. Rods should
be installed by means of a power driven hammer fitted with a special head. Although rods
should be driven vertically into the ground, an angle not exceeding 60° to the vertical is
recommended in order to avoid rock or other buried obstruction.
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trlp.Copper strip is used where thesoil is shallow and overlies rock. It should be buried
trench to a depth of not less than 50 cm and should not be used where there is a
sibility of the ground being disturbed (e.g. on farmland). The strip electrode is most
ctiveif buried in ditches under hedgerows where the bacteriological action arising from
decay of vegetation maintains a low soil resistivity.

Earths mat These consist of;copperwire buried in trenches up to one meter deep. The mat
terminated at the down lead from the

wııu.u.uu

earthed. The total length of conductor used can
~.ı"'u"'u.ıu5

alone can be expensive. Often scrap overhead

111vıı;:;a.~rn~
vvuııuvu

amount of aluminium now being used,

areas where this system is still used are
man..uı5

deep excavation impracticable. As

to seasonal changes in resistance.
created by earth faults along the lengths of

a definite value with respect to earth.
a fault so that, the protective gears will

"Normally death (OV)" cannot reach a

Electric Shock:
of such magnitude as to have significant

is the passage of

lmA-2mA
5mA-10mA

Throw

_~

10mA-15mA

Muscular cohfütcfiôn, cannot let go

20mA-30mA

Impaired breathing

50mA and above

Ventricular fibrillation and earth.

There are two ways in which we can be at risk.
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••.,.,uı,,F,

live parts of equipment for systems. That is intended to be live. This is called

Touching conductive parts which are not meant to be live, but which have become live
to afault. This is called indirect contact.

Regulations requires

every installation to ensure that the earthing

gement provided

and offers the users of the installation a

isfactory degree

currents. The following are the

.,..,al'\.ab,.,

conductor (CPC) be tested to
The IEE Regulations Guidance
recognized means used to test the CPC. For
impedance path, its purpose being to
the main earth terminal. The CPC can
==m,6

is used, the usual figure for ohmic

a particular final circuit is within the
satisfactory. However, some testing
separate test of each CPC to be carried out.

n. Reduced

a.c, test.

In certain circumstances, the

n+ı1ı:>nt in the a.c. test described above is not always

available and it is often ucccssar

which deliver a low value of test current

at the frequency of the mains supplf.(~~efallowing for the resistance of the test lead, a value
for impedance of 0.5 ohm maximum should be obtained where the CPC, or part of it, is made
from steel conduit. If the CPC is in whole ör in. part made of copper, copper-alloy, or
aluminium, the maximum value is one ohm.

3'!

is not convenient to use a.c. for the test, D.C. maybe used instead. Before the D.C. is
ed, an inspection must be made to ensure that no inductor is incorporated in the length of
PC. Subject to the requirements of the total earth-loop impedance, the maximum values
pedance for.the CPC should be 0.Sohm(if of steel) or one ohm (if of copper, copperor aluminium).
contains imperfect joints, varies with
resistance test for quality is made,
with low current. The low-current
more than 200 mA into one ohm; the
ıu~w..,ı

current as is practicable. The open
substantial variations in the

voltage of the

conductor; these should be

ings (say 25 per

limit, no further test of the CPC is

provides protection against indirect
the simulation of a fault condition. This
consumer who is advised to ensure that
resistor, is applied to the trip-coil of
nrıc>ce1no-

the 'Test' button the unit should trip
exists and the unit should not be used

outlet is to be used for outdoor equipment.
and an operating time not exceeding 40 ms

allow a range of tripping currents to be
applied to the unit, from 1 O

the lower the tripping current the longer

will be the time of disconnection:
It should be noted that a double pole RCD is required for caravans and caravan sites and for
agricultural and horticultural installations where socket-outlets are designed for equipment to
be used other than 'that essential to the welfare of livestock'.
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artlı-electrode resistance area
general mass of earth is used in electrical work to maintain the potential of any part of a
mat a definite value with respect to earth (usually taken as zero volts). It also allows a
ent to flow in the event of a fault to earth, so that protective gear will operate to isolate the
circuit. One particular aspect of the earth electrode resistance area is that its resistance
no means constant. It varieswithzaeamountof moisture in the soil and is therefore
~ect to seasonal and other changes. A.s.füegeneral mass of earth forms part of the earth
loop path, it is essential attimestôikfiÔ\Vits actual value of resistance, and particularly of
PIPr'trhrlP

The effective resistance area of an earth
electrode; but the surface voltage dies
increases . The basic method of
('11-rl"Prıt

into the soil via the electrode and to

asure the voltage needed

of soil largely determines its

istivity. The ability

electrolytic in nature, and is
vrn,ıım,aı

composition and concentration

and distribution, and closeness of packing

,il. Many of these factors

table shows some typical values of soil

Approximate value in ohm-cm
200 to 350
400 to 15,000
6000 to 40,000
9000 to 800,000
5000 to 50,000
5000 to 50,000
Rock

100,000 upwards

When the site of an earth electrode is to pe considered, the following types of soil are
recommended, in order of preference:
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ground, which is not too well drained.
, loamy soil, arable land, clayey soil, and clayey soil mixed with small quantities of

ey and loam mixed with varying proportions of sand, gravel, and stones.
and wet sand, peat.
d, gravel, chalk, limestone, whitıst()tı~;granite, and any very stony ground should be
d, as should all locations .whete yirgil'.lföckis very close to the surface.
rical treatment of the soil is soırıetiırıesused to improve its conductivity Common salt is
suitable for this purpose. Calcium chloride, sodium carbonate, and other substances are
beneficial, but before any cheırıicaltrea.tırıentis applied it should be verified that no
earth electrode. Either a hand-operated
trahsförrrıer can be used, the latter requiring an
method gives a direct reading in ohms
uıauvu

in the form:

is driven into the ground at a
test (the consumer's electrode). A

6 meters farther from, and nearer

electrodes do not

similar results, the average value being

electrode resistance measurement is
avuvıı

in the soil) have to be taken into account
earth currents being leakages from local

:tributionsystems. Because

use a commercial instrument, the Megger

h tester being a typical example.

. Earth-fault loop impedance
egulation 113-11-01 stipulates that where earth-leakage relies on the operation of over
current devices, an earth-loop impedance test should be carried out to prove the effectiveness
of the installation's earthing arrangement. Although the supply authority makes its own earth-
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impedance tests, the electrical contractor is still required to carry out his own tests. The
carried out by a supply authority will not absolve the contractor from his legal
onsibilities for the safe and effective operation of protection equipment which he may
11 as part of a wiring installation. This applies both to new installations and extensions to
ting installations. Earth-loop impedance tests must be carried out on all extension work of

r importance to ensure that the earth-continuity path right back to the consumer's
ing terminal is effective and will enable the protective equipment to operate under fault

ll. Phase-earth loop
test closely

arise should an earth- fault occurs. The
to earth between the 'me and earth
by a resistor or some other means, is
time, there is a voltage drop across the
the value of the earth loop. The voltage
nst:rtıınefitJmö_,ıı_,_,u_., with an associated scale calibrated in ohms.

e contribution of the

should be not more than one ohm. This
on the conductor is kept to a low value

under fault conditions

~u.u5,.,,.

to any person touching it at the time of the

both digital readouts and analogue
(correct polarity and a proven earth
renresenr

the earth-loop impedance (Zs). Once a
Regulations Tables 4181 to 41D, which

(a) the type of over current device used to
Reference should also be made to any
Zs has occurred in the meantime. Any
increase may indicate a r1PtP1'11'11'ı:ıf1

CPC or earthing lead and should be

investigated immediately.

the Tables are maximum values,

which must not be exceeded

to be disconnected within the

disconnection times stated.
Before a test is made, the instrument should be 'proved' by using a calibration unit, which will
ensure that it reads correctly during the test. It is also recommended that the serial number and
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uıvuı;;ı

used for the test should be recorded, so that future tests made by the same tester
readings, which are correlated.

6:

Types of Cables:

.Twin Twisted cable
.Three-Core Twisted
Twin Circular cable

e range of types of cables

work is very wide: from heavy lead-sheathed
domestic flexible cable used to connect a hair-drier

the supply. Lead, tough-rubber,
d industrial wiring are generally placed under

of sheathed cables used for domestic
heading of power cables. There are,

wever, other insulated copper conductors (they are sometimes aluminum), which, though
definitions are termed cables, are sometimes not regarded as such. Into this category fall
these rubber and PVC insulated conductors drawn into some form of conduit or trucking
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and factory wiring, and similar conductors employed for the wiring of electrical
ent. In addition, there are the various types of insulated flexible conductors including
sed for portable appliances and pendant fittings.
ain group of cables is 'flexible cables', so termed to indicate that they consist of or more
:,!each containing a group of wires, the diameters of the wires and the construction of the
being such that they afford flexibility.

are natural or tinned copperwires.ii.'fh~jn.sulating materials include butyl -rubber,

are self-colored. The IEE Regulations
multi-core flexible cables rather than for use
But that are available from the
•..•.,~m_,,,.. u, ....,'-1._.J.J.....,,m,m.:ı.

ım,wauvıı

Sizes vary from 1 to 36 mm squared

and sheathing materials are those

cotton filler threads to gain the circular

se cables are the same in
y three cores.

Composite cables are those,

to carrying the currency-carrying circuit

eonductors, also contain a ('lt'('111t-nrrıtP.C".frfrp
To summarize, the following
electrical work, and the electrician,

apprn,auvu;:,

are to be found in

another during his career, may be asked to

Wiring cables.
Switchboard wiring; domestic at workshop flexible cables and cords. Mainly copper
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cables, generally lead sheathed and armored; control cables for electrical equipment.
copper and aluminum conductors.

field cables are used

supply equipment; shot-firing cables;
and control cables. Adequate
this application field.

and mineral-insulated, metal-sheathed.
1.'\.c-ıa;uıauvm,,

r-hrınPr

and with Admiralty requirements.

copper-cadmium and aluminum

For overhead distribution cables are
vıvvvııı

ıs group includes

requirements.

cables; radio frequency cables;

:lephonecables.

ese are flexible cables

either copper or aluminum conductors.

lectric-sign cables.
'VC-and rubber-insulated cables<fôrh.iğh.'..vôltağe
discharge lamps able to withstand the high
voltages.

Equipment wires.
Special wires for use with instruments, often insulated with special materials such as silicon,
rubber and irradiated polythene.
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group includes high-temperature cables for electric radiators, cookers, and so on.
ation used includes nylon, asbestos, and varnished cambric.

for floor-warming, road-heating, şoil--yvarming, ceiling-heating, and similar

the csa of each conductor does not
cords are used in domestic and
,,ffforıii

or wire varies from 0.21 to 0.31 mm.
,.... venience they are groups as follows:

conductors twisted together to
and PVC. Color identification in red
nı-htPC'tP.rl

by a braiding of cotton, glazed-cotton,
conductors are not provided with

cords but with a third conductor colored

'I. Three-core (circular): vı;;;ııı;;;ı:u1'ı,y

circular except that the third conductor is

Iored green and yellow for

. Four-care (circular):

Parallel twin: These are two strandedc6nductôrs

Colors are brown and blue .

laid together in parallel and insulated to

rm a uniform cable with rubber or PVC.

Twin-core (flat): This consists of two stranded conductors insulated with rubber, colored
and black. Lay side-by-side and braided with artificial silk.
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iğh-tenıperature lighting, flexible cord: With the increasing use of filament lamps

produce very high temperatures, the temperature at the terminals of a lamp holder can
centigrade or more. In most instances the usual flexible insulators (rubber and PVC)
ite unsuitable and special flexible cords for lighting are now available. Conductors are
ally of nickel-plated copper wires, each conductor being provided with two lapping of
fiber. The braiding is also'varnishedwith silicone. Cords are made in the twisted form

/Flexible cables: These cables are made with stranded conductors, the diameters being
for trailing cables and similar applications

high frequancy. This cable is a
We are using this type of cable between

Lc;ıı;;;ı-.ıuvuı..,

rcom circuits. This

t:>nhrm"'

vauı...,.,

re are a lot of size the telephöiif

circuit in the buildings and also for
cables are not same as electric cables.
cables are 0.5mm and everytime one

va.uıı;;.-:ı;

le is extra near this cables.

mm
mm
3x2+0.5 mm
4x2+0.5 mm
6x2+0.5 mm
10x2+0.5 mm
15x2+0.5 mm
20x2+0.5 mm2
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· ng regulations require that all conductors have to be identified by some meaning to
their functions i.e. phase conductors of a 3 phase system are colored by red, yellow,
neutral

colored by black, protective

conductors

are identified

by green or

1green. In British Standard;
Phase
Neutral
Earth

conductor

e.g. on a distribution board.
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Table 4. Standard thickness of cables

Cable size
0.75 mm
Imm

400mm~
500mm
630mm
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pipes were used but in today's the plastic pipes is used. They can bended
you want. Their life is long and also they do not effect from corrosion. You can work
They are produced at standard sizes and length, which is 3 meters.

Table 4. Plastic pipes thickness and length

Inch

MM

Length (M)

5/8

3

3/4

3

1

3

1 V,ı

3

1 Yz

3

2

3
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types of intake position;

:rground Transmission Lines

tal is put ( J1on

to building, whicffiS near to the transmission lines. We connect the

·hich are coming frompillaı-;iothe

Earth will be

uv55,., •..•.

"TPoint",

and, the lines will be gotten into the box

,

Sand will be <ıPn!'lrı:ıt""rı
Plastic pipes
Again sand is
And these are t'mTPl'Ptl
Cable will be passed

to the box of metering units.

(High Rupturing Fuses) fuses. And then,
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TER9.
ESTIC INSTALLATIONS
neral Rules for Domestic Installation

are two types of installation

nder plaster installation

FUSES

ıııııt

LINES (CABLES)

accepted these are;
to the operator (V/0, C/0) or if operator is
of metering unit and earth continuity
and neutral conductor. If the operator is
connected together to 2-pole isolator, which
I phase operator or isolator.
In distribution

of circuit different cable sizes and fuses or

. POWER CIRCUITS

ere are two types of sockets.
Radial Socket Circuit
II.

Ring Socket Circuit

Radial Socket Circuit:
e have some standards.
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area two sockets can be put in radial socket circuit with 2.5 mm'' conductor

an area, which is not in kitchen and less, than 30 m2' 6 sockets can be put in radial

with 2.5 mnr' conductors and 15 Amp. fuse.
the area is greater than 30 m2, 6 sockets can be put in a radial socket cet. With 4 mnr'
uctor and 20 Amp. fused.

Figure 1. Radial socket circuit

--o

Socket

DB
,)Ring Socket

went to each point, you will come

~Vl.,.1'.l.,L

circuit if the area less than 100 m2' if

to another ring socket circuits.

put spur from each sockets.

-) From any sockets in a

a ring socket circuit either include in the ring
washer, bathroom heater or heater, and water

NOTE: If these are

circuit as a spur or with any heater switch.

ı.,vwıı.,ı.,Lı.,u

The heater switch has to be fused.
For other power circuits

of fuse.

Figure 2. Ring socket circuit

--D--D--D--Q
DB

--,

-[]----[}--fr

I
Socket
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Figure 3. Ring socket circuit with spur sockets

-p-o
I
--~aı,

Earth

Fuses

2.5 mm2

30A

1 mm"

15 A

l mm"

15 A

inm"

15 A

1

1 mm2

5A

I 2.5-4-!=2

---fuA
--

2.5mm"
Conditioner

Spur

I ı-2.5 mm2

-30 A

LIGHTING
used with 5 A fuse because the authority says

ı in a lamb circuit you

be 1 kW=I=lkW/240=4.16 A. 5

it must not be passed that's why we use the fife Anıp. If we want to put more than IO
in a circuit we have to ch~11gethe&~ble'si:zefol.5 mm2with a 10 A fuse.
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of DOMESTIC INSTALLATION

are two types of installation; Surface Installation and under plaster installation.

1. Under Plaster Installation

do this type of installation as follows;
eiling installation and stairs.
Inside of home and stairs.

.l.l. Ceiling Installation;

installation. Generally, 5/8 plastic pipes are
pipes of stairs installation is fixed. Pipes
y.ly\,.,UH,

)Ceiling installation
y fill with concrete

l.lli)Lctl.lctUVH

project.

filled by wet papers. Lamps boxes
lamp boxes with paper not to have

blem.

Lamps boxes will be

electrical plan. If there is only single lamp in
of room. If there is more than one lamp. You

[Ve to follow a special
corridor will be divided by

) You will take out the pipes

a corridor generally there are two lamps length
will be divided two to point the place of lamp.

boxes for switches (to under of the roof). We

[Ve to be careful. When we pufthe pipesiiı:ıside of the coulomb the pipes, which will be
der roof, must not be above doors or windows and also, it should not be behind doors.

) For each circuit, from the lamb boxes/pipes will be taken out up to the distribution board.
·s is done as same as position of switches.
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will be put for the heater and for the water tank on the roof to the distribution board.

or antenna and telephone lines pipes are fixed to the suitable position (1" or %"). In
ents extra pipes are put in stairs for main lines and for the lighting of stairs. They are
of the coulomb

Ceilinğinstallation

samples

sockets, switches, etc. with paint (spray
· t). Painted places

and plastic pipes that are in different

es, for each type of

bathroom,

dinning

sockets/Telephone/ Antenna

rooms,

sockets

50cm

(between floor to metal box)
Switches 150cm (betweenflcôr'tô

metalbô:x:)

Special lamps on wall 200cm (betweeilflobr to metal box)
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Switch or socket box

socket box

Wall

!

50cm

boxes. Because cooker, switches, sockets
to measure careful not to put them on the

Toilet and Bathrooms;
ou must not put the metal boxof switches inside of toilets or bathrooms. Because you may
ve risk of electric shock. Lan:ıpsmust be waterproof. In these wet places, we have to use
raterproofcomponents for protection of life. Height of lamp is nearly at 200cm.
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iınd of the metal boxes must not be plastered because, metal box will have corrosion

paint the places of switches, sockets, etc.
ainted paces have to be broken, up to 65cm for sockets, switches 150cm, if the pipes of
will come from roof, that pipe will come to 150cm painted line.
tal box will be fixed at painted places, but they have to be flat and good appearance we
ith wire on at piece of flat wood. This wood is nailed to the wall.
bend the pipes from anywhere of pipes, where it is needed and put them in boxes from
box.
er plasterer to

boxes which are on floor are also

·ed to protect the
these have been

connecting to the special stainless

What types of
by special clips which is
earthen clips

these will be connected and

called finish.

"Choosing Cable Sizes
election of the size of a cableto carry a load current involves the consideration of the
and type of the protective device, the ambient temperature, and whether other cables
alongside the cable (grouping). There are many situations in which cables can find
elves being overheated. The nıore obvious are the conditions set up when over currents
ied due to overloading and when a short-circuit occurs. Others include the increase in
rature when a number of current carrying cables are bunched together, for instance in
it and trunking, which is a situation in which each cable contributes its heat to that of
and which, because of tile enclosed situation, produces an environment, which can
y lead to the deterioration of the cable insulation (particularly when PVC is involved)·

d to a possible source of fire. At about 80 °c, PVC becomes very son, so that a
ctor can 'migrate' or travel through the insulation and eventually make contact with
:d metalwork. This produces a shock-risk situation, with an increase in the leakage
which could prove fatal if the installation earthing arrangement is faulty. Eventually,
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en the insulation breaks down completely, a short-circuit occurs and the circuit is now
:pendent on the ability of the over-current protection device to operate to disconnect the
cuit from its supply. As is probably realized, the time of operation of the protective device
crucial: a semi-enclosed fuse will take longer to operate than would a miniature circuit
aker. In some circumstances, particularly where PVC insulated cables are used, the time
en by a semi-enclosed fuse to operate may be long enough for the cables to bum out and
ate a fire hazard.
other problem,

concerns the use of thermal insulation

buildings, with

where the natural heat produced by even
The IEE Regulations recognize the fact

t, in these

to be reduced quite considerably. These

sifications are

capacities of cables. The
,.,.,.~_,.,,,,.,. trunking and ducts); 'open and

ipped direct' (e.g.

embedded direct in plaster which is not
wire); 'defined conditions', which

:hat the selection of a cable to feed a circuit is now
uired to be undertaken with
ich were formerly takerifôrf

er of factors to be considered carefully. Situations,
must now be investigated so that the cable is installed
the cable to carry its load current with the safety of

user of the installation in mind.
IEE Regulations require that the choice of a cable for a particular circuit must have due
111'\0<T,,.,.,.,

for a number of factors, and not just the circuit current. These factors include:

,) the ambient temperature in which the cable is installed;
1)

the installation condition, e.g. whether grouped or bunched with other current-carrying
bles, enclosed or installed open'; ·

~ whether the cable is surrounded by ör in contact with thermal insulating material;
whether the circuit is protected by semi-enclosed (rewirable) fuses to BS 3036.
e method of choosing the correct size of conductor for a particular load condition, as
recommended by the IEE Regulations, is based on the rating of the over current protective
device. All factors affecting the cable in its installed condition are applied as divisors to the
rating of the device. In general, the size of every bare conductor or cable conductor shall be
such that the drop in voltage from the origin of the installation to any point in that installation
does not exceed 4% of the nominal voltage when the conductors are carrying the full load
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ent. It should be noted that conductors of large cross-sectional area have different volt
s per ampere per meter for ac circuits than those operating from de supplies. This is
ause of the reactance inherent in conductors carrying ac.
following process for working out the correct size of cables is as follows:
irst find the load current of the circuit (IB).
etermine the correction

temperature, which of course does not
is more concerned with the maximum

perature of the medium
Determine the correction
Determine the
lation material.
material (e.g. a cable

with or is surrounded by thermal
one side of the cable is in contact with
and 0.5 if the cable is completely

ounded by the n,ıo·tA••1
Select the rating of the
ection, the

is offering what used to be called 'close'
is by means of a semi-enclosed
equal the load current.

Determine the size
allowed.

Iz represents the

the rating of the protective device,

amperes

ere Cg is the factor
is the factor for -..·~·-··-- +,,n-ı,,,,. •••,+,
cable is surrounded and 0.75 if the insulation is

is the factor for the

is 1 for all devices except semi-
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CHAPTER 10.
SPECIAL INSTALATIONS
ough the bulk of electrical installation'work carried out in this country does not involve the
:onsiderationof special factors in the context öf the wiring systems, accessories and the
uipment to be used in an installation; there are some types of installation conditions which
11 for special consideration. These côiıditiôiıs create the need for what are called in this
with the general run of installations and
be satisfied. These special installations are
F,-u-rnı

way and the electrician must therefore
techniques, and

ı:i.cfölri'ı:i<1

include BS Codes of Practice and

is either permanently present, or

lvaı\..a5v

over otherwise healthy
of the metalwork of the

ııı.:,Laııvu

in a damp situation, and where it is

and accumulations of water, shall be of a

sed to rain, dripping
designed to withstand

and their fixings, shall be of corrosion
ı-ııavvu

in contact with other metals with

be painted over with a
vauıv",

which are armoured and destined for
protection in the form of an

though an installation is rıofclassed a.s 'damp', there may occasionally arise a situation,
could place it in this category.This is öne result of condensation, which, though it
.t occur intermittently, may well appear in the form of a considerable quantity of
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ndensate. Condensation exists where there is

a difference

in temperature, for

\

ın.Jfiıiıc~,!.B;<·,ı

ere equipment is installed inside a room in which the ambient temperature is ~\gij~Jhe
\\

,,,\_,'

f;,~~

uipment being controlled by switchgear outside the room in a lower ambient tem~~~~
e switchgear and the equipment are cörınected by trunking or conduit, then condensation is
ely to occur. It will also occur whe:reaföörtıhas a high ambient temperature during the day
d where the temperature subsequentlJfalls

when the room is unoccupied during the night.

enerally, whenever daırıpness','whatev~:titsSoutce,

is present, galvanized or sherardised

etalwork is recom111etı.ded>I11additiôn,.si1:ecô11ditionsmay be such that fixing accessories
d materials may afai~ef~q~~r~dt~~i~~~~~~dahy
nduit is used, drip pointsgliQuldbe•provicl~dgo

corrosive action that might occur. If
that water can drip away. Long runs of

conduit should be slightlyiôff';leyefctôal19ijia11yaccumulated

e problem of

condensate to run to a drain

installations and around
nmon+

should be installed outside the

from blasts of cold air and clear of
to occur. Cables of the MICS and
to totally enclosed lighting fittings and run into the
should be sealed with some
,..-w,,·,~~PVC

cables in low

0°C, PVC has a 'cold-shatter'
a warning note regarding the use of

10.2 Corrosion
ııdaııfproblem of corrosion. Two conditions are
necessary for corrosion: a susce'pfi

~1:~la.nd a corrosive environment. Nearly all of the

common metals in use today corrode under most natural conditions; the bulk of all anti
empts either to isolate the metal from its environment,
or to changing the environment chemically to render it less corrosive In installation work, the
problems of corrosion tend to be more acute in certain types of installation. Chemical works,
salt works, cow byres and other ammonia-affected areas, all require special consideration in
their design and the work executed to produce the installation. Corrosion, in a normal
installation condition, may affect earth connections.
The corrosion of metals in contact with soil or water is an electrochemical reaction; that is, the
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,rrosion reaction involves both the chemical change (e.g., from iron to rust) and a flow of
ctric current. It is this principle, which is used in the dry cell, where the corrosion of the
c case provides the cell's electrical output. The current flows from the metal into the soil or
er (called the electrolyte) at the anode and then from the electrolyte into the metal at the
:hode. Corrosion occurs at the pointyvherethe•current

flows from tile metal into tile

ctrolyte. Every metal develops its oyvıi.p~rtiçular electrode potential when placed in an
ctrolyte or similar medium. IftWo diffete.nt metals are coupled together in the same
ctrolyte, tile difference betvvee11itheip\pQt¢11tials will be sufficient to produce a current of
ctricity. The metaL}vithJheınQ:re11¢gatiy¢potential

will suffer corrosion. It follows that the

re compatible the metalsifil'¢Jithe+J¢ssNviıt;J.'l~'\the rate of progress of any corrosive action
· ch takes place betweeıi/tli¢m}tJ?¢ç~-u.s¢itli¢.anıountof potential difference between them is

general there is a

V between a buried mass of metal and its
a very-high-resistance

voltmeter and a

immersed in saturated copper
porous plug at the bottom for making
Certain areas of the mass surface
ill act as anodes (where the curr

these will corrode. The areas,

ich act as cathodes (where th

do not corrode. This sub-division in
that the areas assume the roles of
itself, its surface treatment, and

ows from it into the surrounding medium or electrolyte
inting or otherwise coating the metal will increase
the electrical resistance of both anodes and cathodes. But if the coating has flaws or holes in
ıt, then

the current concentrates at these points and deep pitting will occur. The corrosion

urrent can also be reduced by lowering the electrical potential difference between the anodes
and the cathodes either by controlling the purity of the electrolyte or by adding inhibitors to it.
Because only the anodes corrode, current flowing into them from an introduced external
anode so as to cause the whole of the buried structure to become a cathode can prevent
corrosion. This is the principle of cathodic protection. The method can be used only where the
introduced anode can be accommodated within the electrolyte that surrounds the buried metal,
and the soil or water must be present in bulk.
The method is widely employed as a corrosion preventive measure on underground
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:talwork. Two basic techniques are used to give cathodic protection: (i) the sac:tificia.Latı.öde
em; (ii) the impressed current system.
the first method, a mass of base metah.such-as magnesium, is buried in the electrolyte and
nnected electrically to the structure to he protected. The natural difference in potential
:tween the structure metal, usuallysteel; aı1dthe magnesium causes a current to flow from
magnesium (the new anode)th:tough.the electrolyte to the steel, which is the new Cathode.
e anode gradually corrodes a11dis thus Called a 'sacrificial anode'. In practice a closely
mrolled magnesium-alloy is used;.Tlıe:ınairrfactors

which govern the degree of protection,

the current output fromthe galvariicc¢11.soformed

by the protective system, are the

face area, volume. and shaptofthe al'l()~es'used, the resistivity of the electrolyte and the
ace. area of the ex1,ose~.111~tal.Hei11.gipröi~Bted.The
sacrificial anode system is common.in
ngested areas since the.lQ'\Y}P~t~rttıal~g~~efilt~clhythe galvanic system virtually eliminate
.e possibility of corrosi911.}m+işıij.g.q:ri/adja-&ei1.ffü.etalstructuı-es on account of stray current.
'll,,¢1~¢{tiö@sijpplyand is to a great extent self regulating 'in
of the surrounding medium (e.g., in
fJVııv,.ı.ıv,

••.ı

renewal. In reasonable soil

uses a conventionally
The
be protected; the positive side is
·-"11""111·"

graphite impregnated by resin,
structure then becomes the

.thode. The anode
e semi-inert and have a

and graphite anode ground-beds
or scrap steel beds go into solution quite

pidly and disintegrate
O kg/ Ampere/year.

e metalwork associated with electrical installations, which mayrequire cathodic protection
elude supporting lattice structures, armoured cables with rotted servings, metal pipes
ntaining cables, and general strµctural steelwork.
other aspect of corrosion may not be too familiar to install.ation installers. This concerns
e continuous exposure of PVC-insulated cables to temperatures above 115°C that may cause
formation of corrosive products, which can attack conductors and other metalwork.
enerally, the precautions to prevent the occurrence of corrosion in normal installations
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e prevention of contact between two dissimilar metals (e.g. copper and aluminium),
ieularly where dampness is likely to be present.
e protection of cables, wiring Systems and equipment against the corrosive action of
r, oil, and dampness, unless they are designed to withstand these conditions.
e protection ofmetal sheaths öfeables aııdrtıetal-conduit

fittings where they come into

such as beech and oak.
sheathing on metallic surfaces liable · to

udspeakers permanently installed in
Spacesta.ssöciatect with buildings - They are
•.•
ııY-ııLfr'·

ı-rr,;ıtrır.r,hrmP

The currents, which operate

radio receiver, Or Otherdevice, Or
very small order and so require to be
Sound-distribution systems are
factories, offices and

low voltages.

position. In a private house, the
»ııuııu.ı

device is fitted at each such position

been operated. A bell or buzzer is used to
µu.:ıııı;;.:ı can be

of the wall

metal, which gives long service
be installed outside, protection
inst the ingress of ıuvı,nun
icators are installed in a cerıtralpositiollihthe building. In large premises, such as hotels
d factories, the indicator board is located in a room in which some person is always in
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e.g., kitchen or reception office. The use oflamps is necessary where the sound

ells must be either objectionable or useless, e.g., in hospitals at night or in noisy
kshops. Hand-setting indicators should be mounted at a height convenient for access and
:ibility.
iple-call systems are used in very large hotels where the call points are too many to be
icated conveniently on a single indicatörsbeatd or panel. Pushes are fitted at each call

t, but the circuits are grouped to servea.çorridor

or floor. Each group gives the indication

svstems, arrangements must be made to have attendants on
systems use indicators, which

""'rn:,vıs:,

aı:id\füctorıes to indicate the beginning or end of a
usually have one or two pushes
throughout the building, which
from a clock system, to eliminate

burglar-alarm

<.mcfpm

ted at doors and

open-circuit and closed circuit.
circuit. In the closed circuit type,
a. series relay with normally open
\,;c;a::sı;:;::s

to flow, de-energizes the relay, and
systems operate from photoelectric

wvn.vu,

The large plate-glass windows of

wire, which, if broken when the
the relay into operation to ring a bell. In
light indication circuit is wired from the
station. Thus the intruder is not warned,

ınuu..,u.ıa~"'ıJ
mcıu:m"'"'

set an alarm-bell

a standby-battery supply

installed in a place
building.
J\.nother type of call alarm systeıllisthe watchman's supervisory service. It is designed to
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ide a recorded indication of the visits of watchmen or guards to different pans of a
ing in the course of the duty round. The system uses a clock movement of the impulse,
hronous-time controlled a.c. or 8-day clockwork type installed at each contact station
ghout the building. Each station has a.box with a bell push operated by the insertion of a
· 1 key. Operation of the contacts energizes an electromagnetic ally-operated marker
;h records the time of the visit on

ıuau"'"'u

off in hours. In some systems, an alarm

a.L"-'u.uıau fails

· ous call systems are used

ııı"L"'au

to 'clock in' at any contact station.

Systems use color lights, which

on staff to fulfill a service

in hospitals and hotels, When the

push is pressed in any position in

lamp lights in a duty room to

te the general area from which

Alternatively, a lamp outside the call
.,ıu5uı"ıı"'"

it by operating a reset push located
bell. Call and indicating

is also incorporated

broadcasts is usually undertaken by
flats, communal pick-up services are
unit is installed as near as possible
intervening feeder is reduced to a
is mainly confined to the provision of
uit or socket-outlet

ı.a"'uuıv"·

iver points may be connected

installation, Up to twenty
is looped through the socket-outlets .

•6. Telephone Systems
ese systems are either

mtPrrı-::ı

connected to the public

telephone facilities. All

tallations, which have

subject to the supervision and approval of

telephone companies

undertake the final connecting-up. The

ctrical contractor is

conduit or trunking to facilitate the wiring

"""'""'M

the building for telephone

vumM,

main switchboard is installed to

eive incoming calls, which aretheıı S\vitched to the required extension phone. There are
o types of private installations: PMBX (private manual branch exchange) and PABX
ivate automatic branch exchange).
the PMBX system, each extension phone is wired to the main switchboard and connection
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ade by sockets called jacks. There are certain disadvantages associated with this system,
ich usually requires an additional internal phone system.
the PABX system, all incoming calls are terminated at the manual switchboard and are
wered by the telephone operator. All extension to extension calls are set up automatically
direct out dialing on certain extensions is possible. All extension phones can call the
rator who can identify

basis. Direct access to the local

e Brigade
ose. A
or lamp signaling. It enables the
control given by a few levers and keys.
.en a call is
diarı.d is then under the full control of the
:l1¢'9lder approved system known as PABX 3.
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PTER 11.
LUMINATION

.1 Some Kinds of Lamps
ment lamps
ent lamps fall into a group

called 'incandescent'. They give
a very high temperature. In 1860, Sir

eph Swan

paper strip. Later, carbonized filaments
lamps enjoyed an undisputed field of

vv,,.-.•. r.ı.c•.•.u...,_,,.

. Then the

O it had superseded the carbon lamp.

.e carbon lamps,

application: for lamp resistances

ftery-charging),

carbon lamp has a filament of
vıı.Lvı.,

•••. v

solution. The resultant viscous

of acidified alcohol. Tough cellulose

. The first lamp to use a tungsten filament had
o called vacuum lamp. Later, the bulb was filled
not support combustion. This
velopment enabled the

at a higher temperature without the undue
in a vacuum. The operating temperature
output is in the region of 12 lm/W. The early
coııeo-cou lamp was produced, that is, the coiled

ent was itself formed

lamp is about 14 lm/W. The

ain advantages of the

has a more compact formation

d (b) the beat losses

are reduced, so giving a higher

ght output efficiency.
gsten has a resistance, which increases with temperature. The resistance when cold is
out 6 per cent of that when operating at normal temperature. This means that when the lamp
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itched on, a current of about fourteen times the running current flows. The increase

in the

perature of the filament is rapid, however, and the current surge does not harm the
ent. The resistance of the filament increases as rapidly and has a stabilizing effect on the
er consumed.
re are many types of metal-filament lamps available today. Signal lamps are small and are
don indication boards toshowthe flow of chemicals, the passage of trains past a given
t, and the energizi11g.offücitcµitil1adefiııitesequence. Spot and flood lamps are made
m pressed glass and c.ır¢ii1tçrııa.lly.111irroredto radiate a defined beam of light. The flood
p has a relativelybroadl>¢~tıiij#cliş-usedfor outdoor illumination such as gardens,
uments, parks, and spğrj;ş\:ği'ğµ.#cJs>r'J.'h~spot lamp has a narrow beam and is found in shop
şğ'rt.ıs¢dtohighlight an object, which has a general
ps are used in piglet and chicken rearing. They are hard
s bulbs and are u-.•vuı

•••
HJ

d for use for short-periods at a time. They are also to be
or drying processes (e.g. stove enameling).

~p:rıtaininga gas. At each end of the tube there is
·ed across these electrodes a discharge takes
şf@i.§fectri9alconductor and light is produced. The
cl~p~ndsonthe gas in the tube: Neon - red;
()di1.l.111vapor - yellow.
s(~vailabletoday' each of which has a particular

orescent' lamp. It consists of a glass tube filled with
rcury vapor at a low pressure. The electrodes are located at the ends of the tube. When the
pis switched on, an arc-discharge excites a barely-visible radiation, the greater part of
ich consists of ultra-violet radiation. The interior wall of the tube is coated with a
orescent powder, which transforms the ultra-violet radiation into visible radiation or light.
e type of light, that is the color range, is determined by the composition of the fluorescent
wder. An important aspect of the gas-discharge lamp is that the discharge has a 'negative
sistance characteristic'. This means that when the temperature of the gas or vapor rises, its
sistance decreases and will thus tend to draw an ever-increasing current from the supply.
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The current is limited to a predetermined value by the insertion in the circuit, in series with
the lamp, of a limiting resistor or choke (inductor).
There are two types of fluorescent lamp: the hot-cathode and the cold-cathode.
e hot-cathode lamp is the more common type, familiar in tube lengths of2.5, 1.7, 1.3 m and
wn to 30 cm. In thistype,the.electrodesare

heated and the voltage of operation is low or

0g,füe mercury.vapor is mixed with a small quantity of argon

medium voltage. To assiststarti

. The light produceq.yariesfrqm30 to35 lm/W.The colors available from the lamp
elude a near-daylight)a111t~1ı~rJc~rrected light for use where colors (of wool, paints, etc.)
st be seen correctly. 'lJlı.çp:ı;a.stisahapplication
of the lamp includes the lighting of shops,
.fı_spôrt -uses and trains), tunnels, coalmines and caravans.
q/~ththe hot-cathode lamp includes.
JıCiriitiaLvoltageon starting (caused by the interruption of
liri:ıitsthe current in the lamp when it is operating.

-~¢P.()1\i111provethe power factor of the circuit by

lamp circuits.
which use a switch (sometimes called a
swıtcnmz arrangement but rely on an
start the lamps. With the glow-starter,
Although 'universal' starter switches
in fact suitable for all sizes.
inductor replaced by a specially wound
in cold temperatures. Current flows
gh the primary coil to
:h is wound in opposition to i

thence through the secondary coil,
ge capacitor is connected between the secondary and
arting current quickly heats up the cathodes and as the

is mainly capacitive; this current leads the mains voltage. Because the primary and
ary windings are in opposition, the voltage across the lamp is increased and causes the

Iow-start switch cortsisfaqf't~g~separat~d bimetallic contact strips contained in a small
lb filled with helium gas.'l]h.e pq:ııta.cts are connected in series with the lamp
des. When the circuit-control switch is•closed, the mains voltage appears across the two
and results in a small gas discharge. The heat generated by the discharge effects the
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bimetallic strips, which bend forward to meet each other. When they make contact, current
ows through the lamp electrodes to heat them. The gas discharge in the bulb ceases and the
ips begin to cool down. When they separate, a high voltage appears between the electrodes
the main gas discharge is started. The voltage, which now appears across the contacts in
bulb, is, during ruıming.conditions, insufficient to cause further discharge in the helium
and so the contacts remain.
fluorescent lamps consists of an
tapings provide a small current for heating
become hot (usually in a fraction of a second) the
vau;:,ı;;u

by the very small currents flowing from the
down the length of the tube, providing a
for current-limiting purposes, since there is

5kV) for its operation. For general lighting
about 2.5 cm in diameter, straight, curved
,.,v,.,.,,.••uı-ıs,vu

is generally about 24W per meter

the special concern of the qualified
either directly or indirectly, the
electrician. These

the temperature rise can

accepted that, owing to
of the life of the cord. The trend
in recent years has been to tnangfactutyJaınpsş~al!erin

size than that of the equivalent

wattage previously made, so that it has become possible to use a higher wattage lamp in an
existing type of fining. For instance, whereas in the past temperatures in enclosed fittings may
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been as high as 80°C or so, it is now possible for temperatures to be as high as 130°C
and even more where the ambient temperature is also high.
The IEE Regulations have recognized this problem of heat from lamps and now recommend
that the choice of a flexible cord for a particular lighting duty should be based, not only on
current rating, but

on the aın.bientteıripetature likely to he encountered at a lighting point.

eat-resisting materials are now available.
nickel-plated copper, instead of the usual
ıı.au..u,u

coppet and are associated with thermoplastic
chloride (PVC). The greatest advances
is now limited to use where the

insulation, which has become hard
an insulator provided the cable is not

But it is a thermoplastic material and
At about 1 10°C there is a sharp melting
5oıi.seqüe11.tial electrical failure. This type of
properties, but has a low
maximum operating

also not used for lamp fittings, unless

the ventilation is adequate.
Butyl-rubber insulation

where higher ambient temperatures are

.ı.ı.un5~

temperature is 85°C. At this temperature, the
cable has a long life. At hiğ
it turns to powder. Silicone
many of the enclosed lamp
type of insulation are such't
normal for this purpose. Gla
makes an expensive cable.
suitable for many lamp

m~uıc.ı.uvıı
IPl"MPrl

deteriorates rapidly. Around 130°C

COntİnUOUSly at l 5Q°C, and is used for
present time. The physical properties of this

:H:otectıon is necessary and a heat-resisting braid is
neat-resıstıng lacquer is an excellent finish, but
braiding, which is considered ideally
of finish is an impregnated

glass lapping with an
cable may be as high
are obtained, this cable
(CPS or 'Hypalon') and
Two sheathing materials, which are used widely in /nitrile rubber (NCR/PVC) generally
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own as HOFR insulants. These materials are both vulcanisable rubbers
ood weathering, solvent, and oil resistance, are flame retardant. They may be compounded
as to be used over an insulated conductor operating at 85°C. Another new product, which
pears suitable, particularly for insulation.risethylene

propylene rubber. The age-resistance

this material is proving excellent and may well prove to be a common material in the near

voltage at the lamp terminals is lower
in light output is more rapid than the
eecnomıcaı to run lamps at less than the rated
terminals is that financial loss can be
•.•rn.,. •..m.,.

Over-volting a lamp by 5 per cent (e.g. a
is operated at a higher than normal
hand, under-volting a lamp lengthens its

1;~sponctıngreduction in the wattage consumed.

.•..•. 5muı5

cables being too small for the current

allowed to supply new lamp fittings,
in many modern commercial and
-~w:ıttı:ıop

lamps being used and long circuit

capacitors, and transtormersı
which can be
following is summarı
lamps is that they require up to 5
factory situations lamps are often
to reignite after cooling, the ballast
If the lamp is nearing the end of its life it
will fail to re-strike
should be checked

a poor light output, the choke
vm,ua.,,

parallel chokes are used and their currents

should be equal. However, ôrteitype ôf''700"\\T circuit uses dissimilar chokes. Some types of
lamp may suffer from 'thermal'shôek' as the result of cold water, e.g. rain, falling onto the hot
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envelopes. Cracked lamps (perhaps the result of damage in transit) will operate until the
al pressure falls to atmospheric when the arc tube will fail. Excessive pressure used
screwing lamps in their holders also produces faults resulting in eventual lamp failure.
tight output is unstable, a possible cause could be poor contact in the lamp holder (look
igns or arcing on the cap center contact).

Light control
too brilliant to be viewed comfortably. The
it is required and to soften its brilliance.

-umPrP

;".)Llll\..vi:)

or passes through them All substance
it, or both. Reflection of light rrıay be

vı-ııM,

surface it is reflected at the same

ıı.;.,ı.ıı..,ı..,uvıı
is

much used for the precise

reflectors. Accidental specular
reflected in glossy table tops. A mirror

.Luuıı5.,

of tight is striking it, and vice versa. Its
surface from the particular viewpoint
wı.;.,ı..,uıaı

reflection is avoided by

or dimples, by giving it a 'satin' finish, by
or by using a moulded or lightly frosted

from a perfectly matt surface, the

öhtı:ımPrl

direction of the incident light. The

and the perpendicular to the
surface. A surface
view. White blotting

nPrtPt't

diffuse reflectors. Diffuse

but it can be used to reflect light in a
general direction.
c) Spread reflection.

LJ''-'pv.u-,ııy

••.•.

'-"'-''cu"

satin-finished mirrored surfaces have reflection

characteristics
for the reflecting

and synthetic enamels are widely used
"nrtı:ı"P'-

ıtrP"n"

enamel is the more hard-wearing.
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EXAMPLE PROJECT
12.1 AREA EXPLORING, NETWORK RESEARCH, DETERMINING
THE PLACE OF INLET CABLE AND DEMANDS OF PROPERTY

We

is located with the property

owner. Our

Streed in wich center of Lefkoşa.

There is a

near to building. Feeding will be
be used to get in the building;

Demands ôf

ef'ab'ôutillumination

force were listened. He

.tivinğ 'room, kitchen and bedrooms, J type
ô:rnadfoom and We. He also demanded to
,rrllias·got a power of 3 kW (1 kW= 3,148

every flats and at least two sockets for each
sôlaf energy, boiler, and pressure tank for
each flat as well.

12.2 CONVERTING-'

UR.AL PROJECT TO ELECTRICAL

PROJECT, DRAWIN

.ARY PROJECT;

Architectural prôj~
locations of doors

a.tirli ·

ed.Upthrough necessary arrangements. The
e determined. Opening direction of the

,fipla.ce and its measures

were designated.

~ laces of receivers in the flats were selected. Air
conditions have been installed tö living room. Dishwasher and oven were shown
in the kitchen and washine machine in the hall. The places for demanded
armatures,sockets and keys were designated.
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Architectural Plans are important to energy entrance into the building and
tribution

and remoting

regulations.The

plans which

are designed

by

chitectures and civil engineers include all the construction drawings, (1 I 50 or

I 200).These plans are used for construction of the building and also in
ectrical installation.İt is clear.that the buildings situation must be considered
to mun.icit'>alitv• regulations.The columns and joits are important
floor plans.These parts are chosen
roof will carry all the weight of the
damage on the system while electrical
electrical installment and reinforced concrete
plans must showed separately.
basement must be considered carefully. Because
0.1.ı..ı..«..•. uvu.

If the energy

the emty places must be used for

the first floor gets importance
An assembly space must be looked for in
basement's. Normal floor plans are

shown with only

the flats are the same so the electrical

installments and

are followed the same construction.
an isolator consoul equipment
ürhPrP

the first floor's air corridor enters.
holes with the shortest way.

Column line
holes must be considered

For
carefully.
side of the doors
switch must not be ...,
must be in cm. in

switch settlement. The
"'

The room spaces and the other measurement
These measurements will be used for calculation

of the illumination.
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The architectural plans are the first studies of the electrical installation.
ecause the application project of electrical installment has been drawn on
chitectural plans first. After certification of Electrical Engineers Bureau the
plication is ready to Start. Therefore project makers have to have a knowledge
out architectural plans. For instance they have to know how to indicate the
apes and measureıneritsôfdôôrs,

windows, stairs ( wooden parts) main walls

has been done including internal and
rules. The number above the
other number below the axis line
places like chimneys, in order to
preparation of projects. Because
in the plan.
installment projects the using
to designate

illumination

features.

furnitures places must also be
installment

projects,

the

asked. İt is going to help for the

kitchen and

Illumination

bedroom have measured

one by one for each part.

ettin TIRBEN, Elektrik Projeleri ve Detayları, sayfa 87-89, ANKARA, 1973
MOB E/ectrıcal Engineering Unıon'issus page1B-19, LEFKOŞA, 2002
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THE CALCULATION OF INTERNAL ILLUMINATION
The formulates symbols:
Number of light
·=Necessarytotal of light flow
=Light flow of a light
- Index of room

The high of
The high of

light flow method. The calculation
of internal

This method is mostly used in
known the <l>T light that cames to

plane has the components
table,

shows the flow coming to working

ıı shows the

formula. So that

vı..LJ.vJ.VL.1\,,1

in internal illumination installations.

Then we can calculate

Now in order to u11dersta11.dithis method let's think about an ideal room
that it'swalls and ceilinıireflects the light totally, (3=%100) and absorbs the
light completely.( a = %100) and no object absorbing the light in it. The E
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mes out of the light sources falls on the plane S and it is absorbed their
atever the dimensions of the room, number of the lambs, settlement of the
bs, illumination system. The average illumination degree of the plane foran

shows the

of working table, <l>o represents the total
the area of the plane in m2• In
hcır'frrıPrt

by walls, ceiling, and illumination
of the plane is:

it is a number less then 1;

to plane and
flow of light that is given by light

Efficiency of

illumination device. Efficiency of
u.u..uvu..:,ı.vı.ı.:,

of room, reflection factors and
curves of illumination devices,

Table 10.1 shows belowed in same
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0,30

eflection

Cillent

0,80

ate

Wall

0,50

Ground

o,3 .I 0,1 0,3 j 0,1 0,3 ı 0,1 0,3 j 0,1 0,3

0,50

0,30

0,50

0,50

0,30

I

0,30
0,1

room efficiency
=

axb

h(a+b)
0,15

0,12

0,15

0,20

0,19

0,16

0,17

0,28

0,24

0,23

0,20

0,20

0,31

0,28

0,27

0,24

0,24

0,30

0,27

0,26

0,35

0,31

0,30

0,60

0,18

0,18

0,20

0,19

0,15

0,80

0,24

0,23

0,25

0,24

1,00

0,29

0,28

0,29

1,25

0,34

0,32

0,33

1,50

0,38

0,36

0,36

0,34

0,32

2,00

0,45

0,41

0,41

0,38

0,37

2,50

0,50

0,45

0,45

0,41

0,41

0,38

0,35

0,34

3,00

0,54

0,48

0,47

0,43

0,43

0,40

0,38

0,36

4,00

0,58

0,51

0,50

0,46

0,47

0,44

0,41

0,36

5,00

0,62

0,46

0,44

0,40

0,54

0,53

0,48

0,50

This table 2

in this Table;

a; lenght of one side
h; height of light

direct and semi-direct illumination

system. Height of

in direct; mixed and semi-direct

illumination system.
) and walls are quite white

Situation where
(Po= '%50)
B; Situation where

-

/o50) and wall are dark

0

(Po= %30)
İf the room is a rectangle

about illumination devices

While preparing the
(11 ayg = %70 and 11

) is taken.
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is an

f another illumination device that has the efficiency 111 ayg is used(ıf

ygıt different from %70, %80 efficensy level) , the efficiency that is found
from table is multiplied with a factor of

111 ayg I 11 ayg

11 , light flow that goes to plane ((1)

0

)

is

of light by illumination sources ( (l)s). Then the

-

11

.•

(I)
-Q

s

of plane is given and total light flow that light

In below the

room are given and number of
calculation.

UNITS
NAME

EXPLANATION

Light flow

İt is the amount of the total light source gives in all
directions. İn other words it is the port of the electrical energy
:C()nverted into the light energy. That isgiven to light source.

amount of light flow in any direction. (the light flow
be constant but the light indensity may be different in
arious directions)

Light intensity

I

İlliminiation intensity

E

ifis the total light flow that comes to 1 m2 area

flashing

L

!İtjs th elightindensity that comes from light sources or unif
sqrfaces that the light sources lighten.

This table was taken from report 1 page 18, showed in references page.
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IILUMINATION EQUATION
EQVATION

SYMBOL

EXPLANATION
Number oflight bulbs
Tôtallight flow necessary (Im)

by a light bulb.

k= a.bl
h(a+b)

of the installment it is chosen from the table
ceiling, flor reflexion factors, tipe of armature
index

This table was taken

19, showed in references page.

a

FOR SALOON
a=7m
b=4m
H=2.9m
h= 0,85m
E=50 lüx From

h= H-hı = 2,9-0,8 =2,1
k= (axb)/h(a+b) = (7x4)/2,1(7+4) = 1,2
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r k = 1,2 rı=0,41 is chosed from table 2

= ExAxd I rı = 50x28xl,25

I 0,41 = 4268 Lüm <2x2850 lüm

e armature tipe= fluorescant lamb tipe= 36/40 W have been choosen.

a

a=4m
f

b=4m

b

H=2.9m
h= 0,85m
E=50 lüx

H-hı = 2,9-0,8
(axb)/h(a+b) =
k = 0,95 rı=0,36 is
,25
Lüm <lx2850 Iüm
36/40 W have been choosen.

a

FORkıtchen
a=3m
b=3m
H=2.9m
h= 0,85m
E=125 lüx From

h= H-hı = 2,9-0,8 =2,1 M
k= (axb)/h(a+b) =
fork= 0,71 rı=0,27 is chosen
d=l,25
<l>T= ExAxd I rı = 125x9xl,25 I 0,27 = 5208 Lüm <lx5600 lüm
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e armature tipe = fluorescant lamb tipe = 65/80 W have been choosen.

he light flow for this tipe of lamb has been showed as 5600 lumen in table

SOME LAMPS

!AVERAGE FLOWS (Im)
610
GUW (GENERAL USİNG-WİRED)

1230
1100
2850
5600
400
600
900
1200

L(economic)

1500
1050
2050

D COMPACT FLOURESAN

3050
1800
6300
12250

MERCURY (MBF)

38000
17000
81000
10000
400

54000

150

12250

;400

38000

300

5950

500

1 !000

750

16500

!000

22000
33000

showed in references page.
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Illumınatıon of kıtchen and bedrooms have been done ın the
Finally the number place and power of the armatures have been calculated for
each flat.2

12.4 STARTING THE
Situation plan has been

- the location of the area where

the building is standing.

building was designated. Force

projects of first floor

drawn. Conductor cross-sections

were chosen as; 1.0

mm2 for socket outlets,2,5 mm2-4

mm2 for the linye

column lines. Fuse currents that

will be used in

..•..•.•..•.ı.ı....,u.

linye has been

according to receiver currents. A
Dishwasher and oven in the

kitchen have been

0,3 mm, socket and ground 0.4

mm thick, column

walls 0.2 mm thick were selected

in the plan. Total 1

fed by two linye and 19 socket

outlet have been

.,v._,.•. ......,.,., in the kitchen were planned to put at

least two meters

The main table were planned to first

floor entrance,
inlet door. All the

ı-ı.ı.u..u.uvu

to a suitable place in front of the
the main table.The grounding line
and grounding has been done with

O 5 m2

'

The

and characterdistic features of the

motors for first

been showed in the, tables at the end

of tis chapter.3
to materials we use in internal
electricity installation:
2
3

Prof.Dr.Muzaffer KAY A, Aydınlatma Tekniği, Page No Between 208-214, Birsen Publishing, 2000,istanbul
Zafer ÜRGÜPLÜ, Elektrobank.Elektroteknik Bilgi BankasıPage No 350-351-352,, Bizim Büro Publishing,1997,Ankara
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1) Installation made with conveyers with pipes
2) Installation with Peşel pipe
3) Installation with antigron (material for damp places) material
6) Installation on the isolators
5) Installation with underground cable
During corışt1.1.1.çtiqn.Ofthese installations the work order to be followed is
/e. for over-pla~~1~/tJ[sllationand
1) Drawing

for conveyers with pipes is as follows:

tlıewwa;v;,m£,,,tlıeconveyer:

that will notspôil'~n:~Iftllp.p~afa11ce

The conveyer, should be placed in a way

of the wall or the ceiling. We should place the

asi1y·be reached when the door is opened.
hey should be opened by hole pens and by drills.
{)We should place the pipe collars with 30-50 cm

·st We should determine the junction
wall by pipe

vVHC.U

boxes on the

ails or by wooden screws on the plugs, formerly

placed.

6) Placin
7)Makin

rsand chandeliers
t-,~U-U

and Peşel pipes, the order is as

follows:
First of all, we

Then we mark places of junction

boxs, keys and

on the walls and on the ceiling

for pipes. After
taking the plaster

junction boxes, keys and sockets

consıueratıon. We attach th~ pipes with screws

to the channels
pipes by the help of F,•.u ••••.•
uvv

connect the conveyers from the
1-',..,~ •.rn.,

.•.

is made and dried.
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cables spread the conductor way must be

Before the underground

resignated.The cable cannel is opened at least 80 cm depth and 40-50 cm
width.Sand must be put at least 10 cm deep of the canal cable is installed. After
putting the sand on the cables bricks must be put. After that the system is buried
by soil."
12.6 Cbousing

and Reduce Voltage

vnwt>'r

ı ·

For a house

First 10 A+% 50 of last eurren= 11.25 A
10 A+% 50 of last curren= 11.25 A
_

Machine=

= First 10 A+%

30 of last curren = 15,73A

Light=

For apartman
Water pump
Soccet
Air Condition
Heater

Light

feed from a lıne as R phase, a phase lıne
Acording this result we can chose

4
4

KTMMOB's isue table 1 M
KTMMOB's isue table Diversite cofficient
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12.6.1 Count of Reduce Voltage
Distrubeter Box

Counter Box

HUP

2xl6 mm2 PVC

4x35 mm2 NYY 15m

C

H

Heather

mm2 IOm

12M

D

H'

Betwen Hup and Counter Box

AUHc = gıxLıxlı
_.Uco

=

=

l.2xl lx84.6=

gzxl.cxla= 4x12x57,3=--=

A. UoH' = g3L3xh = 16x8x12,5 ·•
A.Uı-ıH'= AUHc+ ~Uco+ A

= =5879 <6000 mV

Cables are satisfy
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12.7 COST CALCULATION
UNIT NO

IDENTIFICATION OF WORKING

UNID

A-1

Forward level light circuit

80 nurnr 34.200.000

2.560.000.000

A-2

Type hook light circuit

80 Num 36.800.000

2.944.000.000

A-3

Type ceiling light

80 Num 44.000.000

3.520.000.000

A-12.5

Florasan light

80 Num 92.300.000

7.384.000.000

C-1.1

1 x13 A Soccet circuit

192 Nu 45.000.000

8.640.000.000

C-2.1

Heater impliment circuit

8 Num 110.000.000

880.000.000

C-2.8

Cooker kontrol circuit

8Num

98.000.000

784.000.000

C-2.5

Boundry machine circuit

8Num

73.500.000

588.000.000

C-2.6
C-2.10
C-2.1 I
C-2.14

Washing machine circuit
Air condition circuit
Kitchen aspirator circuit
Bell circuit

8Num
Num
8Num
8Num

73.500.000
73.500.000
34.000.000
68.300.000

588.000.000
588.000.000
277.600.000
546.400.000

C-2.16

Stair ot.

1 Num

93.200.000

93.200.000

C-2.18

1 Num

124.000.000

124.000.000

D-l.l

24 Num 49.200.000

UNITP.

TO.PRICE

1. 180.000.000

D-1.3.4

13.300.000

13.'300.000

D-1.4.4

16.200.000

16.200.000

E-1

Voltage ot.

128.000.000

1.152.000.000

E-3

Current ot

146.000.000

1.314.000.000

G-1.4

Colum line

84m

7.500.000

630.000.000

G-2.12

NYY cabble

15 m

31.100.000

466.500.000

H-4.5

MCCB 3xl60

1 Num

452.000.000

452.000.000

I. 1.16

8 Num 424.000.000

3.392.000.000

J-4

15 m
TOTAL:

122.100.000

181.500.000

29.674.200.000 YTL
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CONCLUSION
r

ıl ,

-ı-o
For an electrical ehgineer.. the-fttt)S{ importantisUbject..is-drawiftgelectrical installation projects.
Because the engineer is in1aginingsomethingt~at is not present and he or she has to think and
apply in a very unusual and complex way. '\V"eJchoose a project about electrical installation•.
While working in the topic of electrical inst11,lla.tioneveryone,
technicians or engineers should
be very careful because small mistakes can cause big damages in application.
In this project all regulation standards ofIEE and British standards have been applied very
carefully.
This project indicated us nearly all criticalpôiıits of drawing an electrical installation project
of a complex building like a hospital.
i \)
This project also showed us it is not enoug~t9)llst to be an engineer. Also an engineer has to
be a good electrical technician to clarify his mine about some critical points while drawing an
electrical project.
i

--t '\.,,,

o.ıA..

. •. • •••. • . .•. • .•

.
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